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(57) ABSTRACT 

Apparatus for producing Sound and vibration is disclosed. 
The apparatus comprises an outer body having a surface for 
positioning against a child. It further comprises a vibration 
unit which is configured to vibrate in response to an electric 
signal and a control circuit configured to process an audio 
input signal to generate a first signal for Supplying to an audio 
output device. The control circuit is also configured to gen 
erate a second signal for Supplying to the vibration unit. The 
control circuit is configured to Supply said first signal in 
synchronisation with said second signal in response to said 
audio input signal. 
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PRODUCING SOUND AND VIBRATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority from United King 
dom Patent Application No. 11 11 153.1, filed Jun. 30, 2011, 
the entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by ref 
erence in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to apparatus for pro 
ducing sound and vibration and a method of providing the 
SaC. 

0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005. It is a legal requirement in many countries for chil 
dren to be positioned safely in child vehicle seats when trav 
elling in a vehicle. A problem arises that when travelling a 
child can easily become restless or distressed which can be 
difficult for a parent driving at the same time. Many seat 
covers available are configured to provide additional comfort 
but do not address the problems associated with restless chil 
dren. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. According to an aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided apparatus for producing Sound and vibra 
tion, comprising: an outer body having a surface for position 
ing against a child; a vibration unit configured to vibrate in 
response to an electric signal; and a control circuit configured 
to process an audio input signal to generate a first signal for 
Supplying to an audio output device, and configured to gen 
erate a second signal for Supplying to said vibration unit; 
wherein said control circuit is configured to Supply said first 
signal in Synchronisation with said second signal in response 
to said audio input signal. 
0007 According to a further aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a method of providing sound and vibra 
tion to entertain a child comprising the steps of positioning a 
child against a Surface of an outer body of apparatus produc 
ing Sound and vibration; receiving an audio input signal via a 
control circuit; processing said audio input signal; generating 
a first signal; generating a second signal and Supplying said 
second signal to a vibration unit configured to vibrate in 
response to an electrical signal; and Supplying said first signal 
to an audio output device in Synchronisation with said second 
signal in response to said audio input signal. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 shows a child positioned in a child vehicle 
Seat; 
0009 FIG. 2 shows the apparatus in isolation and in fur 
ther detail; 
0010 FIG.3 shows a detailed view of the control panel; 
0011 FIG. 4 shows a rear view of apparatus 102; 
0012 FIG. 5 shows an internal view of apparatus 102; 
0013 FIG. 6 shows a side cross sectional view of appara 
tus 102; 
0014 FIG. 7 shows simplified block diagram indicating 
the main components of apparatus 102; 
0015 FIG. 8 shows the internal components of the control 
circuit in an embodiment; 
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0016 FIG. 9 shows an alternative embodiment of the 
internal components of the control circuit; 
0017 FIG. 10 shows a graphical representation of the 
signal processing of the second signal for Supplying to the 
vibration unit; 
0018 FIG. 11 shows a process by which the buttons on the 
control panel are activated; 
(0019 FIG. 12 shows the process followed at step 1105 
relating to the audio function of apparatus 102; 
(0020 FIG. 13 shows the process followed at step 1107 
relating to the movement function of apparatus 102; and 
(0021 FIG. 14 shows the process followed at step 1109 
relating to the timer function of the apparatus. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 

0022 FIG. 1 shows a child positioned in child vehicle seat 
101. Apparatus 102 is shown positioned behind the child to 
provide comfort to the child. Apparatus 102 is configured to 
produce Sound and vibration in order to calm and sootha child 
when travelling in a vehicle. 
0023 Apparatus 102 is further shown fitted to child 
vehicle seat such that it does not move around when a child is 
in a vehicle. Seatbelts 103 and 104 are shown fitted through 
slot 105 and slot 106 to hold apparatus 102 in position. 
0024. While apparatus 102 is shown positioned in car 
vehicle seat 101 by way of example, it is appreciated that the 
apparatus is also Suitable for use on other items such as 
bouncy chairs, high chairs, prams or similar items of furniture 
suitable for children. It is noted therefore that apparatus 102 is 
flexible for use in a number of applications. 
0.025 FIG. 2 
0026 Apparatus 102 is shown in further detail and in 
isolation in FIG. 2. Apparatus 102 comprises an outer body 
201 having a surface 202 for positioning against a child, as 
shown in the example in FIG. 1. 
0027 Apparatus 102 is further configured to be attached to 
a child vehicle seat by means of slot 105 and slot 106, as 
previously explained in FIG. 1. In use, a seat belt can be 
passed through slot 105 and slot 106 to simultaneously secure 
both a child and the apparatus in position. Apparatus 102 is 
configured to be positioned behind a child such that the 
child's head is lined up with the apparatus in the manner 
shown in FIG. 1. 
0028 Apparatus 102 is flexible for use with a child as it 
grows. With age the seatbelts on a child vehicle seat become 
longer and move higher from the bottom of the seat with the 
child's height. With larger children apparatus 102 can still be 
used effectively as slot 105 and slot 106 are not specific to the 
height of a child Such that the apparatus merely moves higher 
in line with the seatbelts. 
0029 Apparatus 102 further comprises a water repellent 
material. This allows outer body 202 to be cleaned as 
required. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, apparatus 102 
forms the shape of an animal character to appeal to children. 
0030 Apparatus 102 further comprises a control panel 
203 for receiving input data from a user. Control panel 203 
comprises a plurality of buttons, such as buttons 204A, 204B, 
204C, 204D which are pressed in order to activate a plurality 
of functions. Control panel 203 further provides a connector 
205 for connecting apparatus 102 to a portable media player. 
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0031) Apparatus 102 further comprises an audio output 
device 206 such as speaker 206A and speaker 206B. Speakers 
206A and speaker 206B are, in this embodiment, designed to 
form part of the character of apparatus 102. Speaker 206A 
and speaker 206B are activated in response to the input data 
received from the plurality of buttons 204 on control panel 
203, as described further in the proceeding Figures. 

FIG. 3 

0032 FIG. 3 shows a more detailed view of control panel 
203 introduced in FIG. 2. The view is taken from the top of the 
apparatus as shown in FIG. 2. In this example embodiment, 
control panel 203 is positioned on the top of apparatus 102; 
however, the control panel could alternatively be positioned 
ona different part of the apparatus as required. In this embodi 
ment, the positioning of control panel 203 on the top of 
apparatus 102 allows for easy access to buttons 204 when a 
child is positioned in a vehicle seat as shown in the embodi 
ment of FIG. 1. 
0033 Control panel 203 is configured to receive input data 
from a user by the manual pressing of buttons 204. In an 
example, button 204A is configured to activate an internal 
control circuit to play audio output via an audio output device 
such as speaker 206A and/or speaker 206B. Button 204A is 
provided with an operation indicator 301A. In this embodi 
ment, the operation indicator 301A is in the form of an LED 
which is configured to activate when button 204A is activated. 
0034. In this example, button 204B is configured to acti 
vate an internal control circuit to provide vibrations to appa 
ratus 102. Button 204B is provided with an operation indica 
tor 301B. The operation indicator 301B is also in the form of 
an LED which is configured to activate when button 204B is 
activated. 
0035. Button 204C is similarly configured to activate an 
internal control circuit to provide a synchronisation of audio 
output to audio output device 206 with the output to a vibra 
tion unit. Button 204C is provided with an operation indicator 
301C. The operation indicator 301C is in the form of an LED 
which is configured to activate when button 204C is activated. 
0036 Button 204D is configured to activate an internal 
control circuit to provide a timer function which allows any of 
the previous functions to run for a specified period of time. 
For example, a single push of button 204D will set a function 
to run for a period of five minutes. Operation indicator 301D 
will activate to indicate the timer function has been activated. 
A second push of the button will set the function to run for a 
period often minutes, for example, and will activate operation 
indicator 301E but deactivate operation indication 301D. A 
further push of button 204D will signal the internal control 
circuit to provide a timer function for fifteen minutes and 
activate both operation indication 301D and operation indi 
cator 301 E. A further press of button 204D will deactivate 
both operation indicators and the timer function itself. Opera 
tion indicator 301D and operation 301E are both in the form 
of LEDs in this embodiment. 
0037 Control panel 203 further comprises an electrical 
connector 205 for connecting apparatus 102 to a portable 
media player. The portable media player could be an MP3 
player, mobile telephone or similar device capable of provid 
ing audio data via a suitable connector. In an embodiment, 
connector 205 is in the form of a USB connector. 
0038. In one embodiment (in which the apparatus is 
arranged to generate audio output from received analogue 
audio signals) connector 205 is a 3.5 mm phono socket. In an 
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embodiment, apparatus 102 is supplied with a suitable cable 
for connecting a portable media player to apparatus 102. 
Other embodiments are envisaged in which wireless commu 
nication means are provided within the apparatus for receiv 
ing audio data, Such as by Bluetooth. 
0039. When the portable media player is connected to 
auxiliary connector 205, operation indicator 301 F is acti 
vated. The connection activates an internal control circuit to 
automatically Switch to receiving audio input data from the 
portable media player. 

FIG. 4 

0040. A rear view of apparatus 102 is shown in FIG. 4. The 
reverse view as shown is the opposite of that indicated in FIG. 
2. Apparatus 102 further comprises straps 401 which are 
suitable for a child to use when carrying apparatus 102. Straps 
401 are attached to back surface 402 such that apparatus 102 
may be easily moved around. In the illustrated embodiment, 
back strap 401 further comprises adjustment mechanism 403 
to enable the straps to be adjusted to Suit a child. Apparatus 
102 can therefore also be carried around by a child even as 
they grow as the straps can be adjusted accordingly. 
0041 Back surface 402 has an opening 404. In an embodi 
ment, opening 404 is defined within a cover 405 which may 
take the form of a character as indicated in FIG. 2. Opening 
404 allows access into the internal workings which are shown 
in FIG. 5. Opening 404 is sealed by a closure means, which 
takes the form of a hook and loop fastening such as Velcro(R) 
ora Zip. It is appreciated that other suitable fastenings may be 
used in alternative embodiments. 

FIG. 5 

0042. An internal view of apparatus 102 is shown in FIG. 
5. Opening 404, as shown in FIG. 4, is provided in order to 
allow access to the internal workings as shown in FIG. 5. This 
includes control unit 501 which is connected to audio output 
device 206 (speaker 206A and speaker 206B) and vibration 
unit 502. Vibration unit 502, speaker 206A and speaker 206B 
are all connected to control unit 501 by suitable wiring. 
0043 Control unit 501 comprises a control circuit, 
memory and a power Supply, which will be explained in 
further detail in FIG. 7. Opening 404 allows for access to 
control unit 501 such that the control unit 501 may be 
removed via the opening for maintenance. 
0044) Vibration unit 502 is configured to vibrate in 
response to an electric signal and, in an example, comprises a 
shaftless motor. In the pictured embodiment a single shaftless 
motor is used, however, in alternative embodiments a plural 
ity of motors can be used depending on the level of vibration 
required. In an alternative embodiment, the vibration unit is a 
piezoceramic disc or a plurality of piezoceramic discs. 
0045 Audio output devices 206 are also connected to 
control unit 501 to enable an audio output. In an embodiment 
audio output devices 206 are a plurality of 3 amp speakers. 

FIG. 6 

0046 FIG. 6 shows a side cross sectional view of appara 
tus 102. Outer body 201 is shown having a front surface 202 
and a back surface 402. Outer body 201 comprises a first 
section 601 and a second section 602. First section 601 
includes a cavity 603 which is configured to house control 
unit 501. In the example shown in FIG. 6, cavity 603 further 
houses vibration unit 502 and wire 604 which connects vibra 
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tion unit 502 to control unit 501. In alternative embodiments, 
first section 601 comprises a plurality of cavities suitable for 
storing vibration unit 502, control unit 501 and any other 
activation devices. 
0047. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 6, outer body 201 
further comprises cover 405 which is configured to fit around 
first section 601 and second section 602. First section 601 and 
second section 602 are sandwiched together and cover 405 is 
fastened around the two sections to form outer body 201 such 
that vibration unit 502 and control unit 501 is contained 
within outer body 201. Cover 405 may be fastened around the 
sections by fastening means such as a Zip or VelcroTM. In this 
way, cover 405 can also be removed for cleaning or for inter 
changing with alternative covers. In an embodiment, first 
section 601 and second section 602 are manufactured from a 
foam material which provides cushioning to a child. It is 
appreciated that other suitable materials may be used that 
provide cushioning and/or are capable of supporting the inter 
nal components. 

FIG. 7 

0048 FIG. 7 shows a simplified block diagram indicating 
the main components of apparatus 102. Control unit 501 is 
shown within a dotted outline and comprises memory 701, a 
power supply 702 and control circuit 703. The memory 701 
stores audio data files as well as program data defining pro 
cess steps for a processor within the control circuit 703. 
Control circuit 703 is electrically connected to memory 701 
and power supply 702 within control unit 501. In an embodi 
ment, power supply 702 is provided in the form of a single or 
plurality of batteries, such as AA batteries. It is to be appre 
ciated that Suitable alternative power Sources may be used. 
0049. The control circuit 703 is configured to receive 
audio data contain within memory 701, and process the audio 
data to produce an audio signal output and thereby produce 
audio output, Such as music, from audio output device 206. In 
an example, the audio data is provided in a Suitable file format 
Such as mp3 or midi files. 
0050 Control circuit 703 is further connected to input 
control panel 203, as previously described in FIG. 3. Control 
panel 203 allows a user to determine which functions are 
activated through apparatus 102 by receiving input data. As 
previously discussed, control panel 203 further comprises a 
connector for connecting apparatus 102 to a portable media 
player 704. When connected to control panel 203, portable 
media player 704 forms a connection with control circuit 703 
Such that an audio input signal is provided via portable media 
player 704 to control circuit 703. 
0051 Control circuit 703 is further connected to audio 
output device 206 and vibration unit 502. As previously dis 
cussed, in an embodiment, audio output device 206 is in the 
form of a pair of speakers. In an embodiment, vibration unit 
502 comprises a shaftless motor. 
0052 Control circuit 703 is configured to process an audio 
input signal to generate a first signal for Supplying to audio 
output device 206 and is further configured to generate a 
second signal for supplying to vibration unit 502. The means 
by which this is achieved within control circuit 703 is further 
explained in the examples shown in FIGS. 8 and 9. 
0053 Control circuit 703 is also configured to supply the 

first signal in Synchronisation with the second signal in 
response to the audio input signal. The audio input signal may 
be provided via portable media player 704 to control circuit 
703. Alternatively, the audio input signal is provided by 
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memory 701 to control circuit 703. The connection of por 
table media player 704 to input control panel 203 prevents the 
audio input signal from being provided to control circuit 703 
via memory 701 as described in FIG. 12. 
0054. In the present embodiment, digital audio files are 
downloaded from the portable media player and processed by 
a processor in the control circuit when required to generate 
output signals. However, in an alternative embodiment, the 
portable media player is arranged to provide analogue audio 
signals to the control circuit which amplifies the signals as 
required for supply to the audio output device 206, and, when 
synchronised vibration by the vibration unit is required, fur 
ther processes the received audio signals to generate a second 
signal which is Supplied to the vibration unit to cause it to 
vibrate. 

FIG. 8 

0055 FIG. 8 shows the internal components of control 
circuit 703 in one embodiment of the invention. An audio 
source 801 is supplied which has been provided from either 
portable media player 704 or memory 701. Audio source 801 
comprises an audio input signal from the selected device, 
which is activated by the input from a user into control panel 
203. The audio input signal is processed by a processor 802 
which decodes the audio input signal as required and converts 
the resulting digital signal to an analogue signal. The ana 
logue signal is then Supplied to an amplifier 802 Such that a 
first signal is generated by the amplifier which is Supplied to 
audio output device 206. A second signal is also generated 
which in turn is supplied to the vibration unit 502. 
0056. In this embodiment, the control circuit 703 com 
prises an amplifier802 which is configured to vary the ampli 
tude of the second signal independence upon the amplitude of 
the audio input signal. This allows for the first signal to be in 
synchronisation with the second signal resulting in the effect 
that the audio output through audio output device 206 is 
played in Synchronisation with the vibrations transmitted 
through the outer body 201 of apparatus 102. 
0057 Although a single amplifier802 is shown in FIG. 8, 

it will be understood that separate amplification means may 
be provided to amplify the signal to generate the first signal 
for the audio output device 206 and to amplify the signal to 
generate the second signal for the vibration unit 502. Thus 
Suitable signals may be provided for driving each of the audio 
output device 206 and the vibration unit 502. 

FIG. 9 

0.058 FIG. 9 illustrates an alternative embodiment having 
different internal components within the control circuit 703. 
0059. As with the example shown in FIG. 8, an audio 
source 801 is supplied which has been provided from either 
portable media player 704 or memory 701. Audio source 801 
comprises an audio input signal from the selected device, 
which is activated by the input from a user into control panel 
2O3. 

0060. In the present embodiment, the received audio input 
signal is processed by a processor 901 so that it is converted 
from a digital signal (such as an mp3 file) to an analogue 
signal as required. On receiving an audio signal, a first signal 
is generated for Supplying to audio output device 206. The 
first signal is amplified by an amplifier 903 as necessary and 
output at audio output device 206. 
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0061. A second signal to be supplied to vibration unit 502 
is processed by a series of components in order to provide a 
synchronised signal. In this embodiment, the control circuit 
703 is configured to vary the amplitude of the second signal in 
dependence on an averaged amplitude of the audio input 
signal. Following the processing of the audio input signal to 
produce an appropriate analogue signal, the analogue signal 
is processed further through a buffer amplifier 904. Buffer 
amplifier 904 is configured to receive the processed signal 
which varies with the first signal and to provide an output 
signal for supplying to vibration unit 502. 
0062. The output signal from buffer amplifier 904 is fur 
ther processed by a rectifier 905 which rectifies the processed 
signal from buffer amplifier 904, the effects of which are 
shown in FIG. 10. 
0063. In the present embodiment, once the signal has been 
rectified, it is filtered by means of a low pass filter 906 or 
suitable smoothing circuit. The output signal from filter 906 is 
further processed by means of a comparator 907 which is 
configured to receive this filtered signal. The comparator 
compares the filtered signal to a threshold level and provides 
an output signal for supplying to vibration unit 502. It is to be 
appreciated that in some embodiments, further processing 
and/or amplification may be required before transmitting the 
fully processed second signal to vibration unit 502. 
0064. In an embodiment, comparator 907takes the form of 
a Schmitt Trigger and in an alternative embodiment, the com 
parator is replaced by a Voltage follower configured to pro 
cess the signal from filter 906. 

FIG 10 

0065 Graphical representation of the signal processing of 
the second signal for supplying to vibration unit 502 is shown 
in FIG. 10. 
0066 Graph 1001 indicates the analogue signal received 
via the buffer amplifier following conversion (if required) to 
an analogue signal. This signal is processed through rectifier 
905 to produce the signal shown in graph 1002. Processing 
from filter 906 provides a smoothed signal 1003 from which 
the amplitude of the signal at given points in time has been 
averaged for simplification. The comparator 907 compares 
signal 1003 with a predetermined threshold value 1004 which 
enables the comparator 907 to output a final signal 1005 
comprising pulses indicating whether the vibration unit 
should be activated or not. 

0067. The vibration unit 502 therefore, vibrates when the 
audio input is above the threshold value and does not vibrate 
when the audio input is below this point, thus synchronising 
the first signal output supplied to audio output device 206 
with the second signal supplied to the vibration unit 502. 
0068. It should be noted that, in the arrangement of FIG.9, 
the rectification, filtering and comparison of the audio signal 
are shown separate to the processor 901. However, it will be 
appreciated that such functions may be performed within a 
processor using known techniques to process the digital audio 
data in order to produce a second signal similar to signal 
1005. 

FIG 11 

0069 FIG. 11 shows a process 1101 by which the appara 
tus 102 is activated by means of the buttons 204 on control 
panel 203. In a first instance 1102, when apparatus 102 is 
effectively in stand by mode, all functions are set to off. That 
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is, apparatus 102 is not configured to output audio through 
audio output device 206 or vibrate the vibration unit 502 until 
instructed by means of a users input through the input control 
panel 203. At this point, step 1103 ensures that the timer 
function is set to off and that the target time for the timer is set 
tO Zero. 

0070. At a step 1104, a question is asked if an audio 
function has been indicated. The audio function could be 
either a request via control panel 203 for audio to be output 
from the memory, or alternatively from the connection of a 
portable media player. If the question is answered in the 
positive, the state of the indicated function is changed at Step 
1105 in line with the process shown in FIG. 12. 
0071. If the question is answered in the negative, step 1105 

is avoided and the system moves directly to step 1106. At step 
1106, a question is asked if a movement function has been 
indicated. The movement function could be either the vibra 
tion control function which activates vibration unit 502 inde 
pendently or the synchronisation function which activates 
both the vibration unit 502 and an output via the audio output 
device 206. If the question is answered in the positive, the 
state of the indicated function is changed at step 1107 in line 
with the process shown in FIG. 13. 
0072. If the question is answered in the negative, step 1107 

is avoided and the system moves directly to step 1108. At step 
1108 a question is asked if a timer input has been received via 
the timer button on the control panel 203. If the question is 
answered in the positive, the timer status is determined and 
the target time is set at step 1109 in line with the process 
shown in FIG. 14. If the question is answered in the negative, 
step 1109 is avoided and the system moves directly to step 
1110. 

(0073. At step 1110, if the control circuit 703 has received 
a signal indicating that the timer is Switched off then the 
question is answered in the positive and the process is 
returned to step 1104 to continuously monitor any further 
inputs from control panel 203. If the timer has been activated, 
however, a further question is asked at step 1111 to determine 
whether the target time, as determined by the process in FIG. 
14, has been reached. If the target time has been reached, the 
question is answered in the positive and the process returns to 
step 1102 resulting in the system being reset, such that all 
functions are set to off and the target time is reset. If the 
question is answered in the negative, the process returns to 
step 1104 and continues to monitor any further inputs via 
control panel 203. 

FIG. 12 

(0074 FIG. 12 indicates the process followed at step 1105 
relating to the audio function of apparatus 102. Having 
received an indication that an audio function is desired, as 
shown at step 1104 of FIG. 11, a question is asked at step 12.01 
to determine if the indicated function is internal audio as 
supplied by memory 701. If the question is answered in the 
positive, a question is asked at step 1202 to determine if the 
internal audio is already running. If this question is answered 
in the positive the internal audio is turned off at step 1203 as 
the indication is that the audio button on control panel 203 has 
been pressed twice and should be turned off. Following step 
1203, the process continues to step 1106 shown in FIG. 11. 
0075. If the question at step 1202 is answered in the nega 
tive and the internal audio is not currently activated, then, at 
step 1204, a question is asked if the external audio is con 
nected. The external audio is that provided by portable media 
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player 704 which takes priority over the internal audio func 
tion. That is, if an external audio source is connected, it 
continues to be processed and the internal audio cannot be 
played. Therefore, if step 1204 is answered in the negative, 
the internal audio is switched on at step 1205, and if step 1204 
is answered in the positive, then the internal audio is not 
switched on and the process proceeds to step 1106 shown in 
FIG 11. 
0076. If the question at step 1201 is answered in the nega 

tive, that is, that the internal audio function has not been 
requested via control panel 203, then a question is asked at 
step 1206 if the external audio has been connected. If the 
question is answered in the positive, then the internal audio is 
switched offat stage 1207 if it is already on. Once the external 
audio status has been Switched to on, then the process pro 
ceeds to step 1106 of FIG. 11. 
0077. If the question at step 1206 is answered in the nega 
tive and the external audio is not connected, the external audio 
status is set to off at step 1209 and the process continues with 
step 1106 shown in FIG. 11. 

FIG. 13 

0078 FIG. 13 indicates the process followed at step 1107 
relating to the movement function of apparatus 102. Having 
received an indication that a movement function is desired, as 
shown at step 1106 of FIG. 11, a question is asked at step 1301 
to determine if the indicated function is the synchronisation 
function. If the question is answered in the positive a question 
is asked to determine if the synchronisation function is cur 
rently on at step 1302. If the synchronisation function is not 
already on, the question is answered in the negative and step 
1303 is processed and the synchronisation function is 
switched on. If the vibration function is currently on at this 
stage, the process also Switches the vibration function off. 
0079. At step 1302, if the question is answered in the 
positive, the synchronisation function is Switched off at Step 
1304 indicating the button on control panel 203 has been 
pressed twice and is no longer required. The process then 
returns to the next step in FIG. 11. 
0080. If the step at 1301 is answered in the negative and the 
synchronisation function has not been activated, the process 
asks a further question at step 1305 to determine if the vibra 
tion function is switched on. If the vibration function is not 
switched on, the vibration function is switched on at step 
1306. If the synchronisation function is switched on this is 
also switched off so that only one movement function is 
running. 
0081. If the question at step 1305 is answered in the posi 

tive and the vibration function is determined as currently on, 
then the status of the vibration function is changed. The 
vibration function is configured to run at low vibration on 
receipt of a first input, high vibration on receipt of a second 
input and deactivates on a third input. Therefore, step 1307 
determines the incremental setting of the vibration function. 
Once this has been determined, the process returns to the next 
step as indicated in FIG. 11. 

FIG. 14 

I0082 FIG. 14 indicates the process followed at step 1109 
relating to the timer function of apparatus 102. Having 
received an indication that timer function has been received, 
as shown at step 1108 of FIG. 11, a question is asked at step 
1401 to add a period of time to the target time. In this example 
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embodiment, manual input by means of button 204D will 
activate the timer for 5 minutes on a single press, 10 minutes 
on receipt of two presses, 15 minutes when the button is 
pressed 3 times and turn the timer off when the button is 
pressed four times. It is to be appreciated that the same prin 
ciple may be used for different time periods in line with the 
process used in the example shown. 
I0083. In the example, at step 1401 a period offive minutes 
is added to the overall target time. At step 1402, a question is 
asked if the target time has reached the maximum fifteen 
minutes. If the question at 1402 has been answered in the 
positive, at step 1403 the timer is switched off and the target 
time is set to zero to allow the timer to be reactivated. If the 
question at 1402 is answered in the negative and the maxi 
mum target time has not been reached and is less than fifteen 
minutes in total, then the timer starts or continues to run at 
step 1404. Once the target time and timer status have been 
determined, as per step 1109, the process is free to continue in 
line with the steps indicated in FIG. 11. 

1. Apparatus for producing Sound and vibration, compris 
ing: 

an outer body having a surface for positioning against a 
child; 

a vibration unit configured to vibrate in response to an 
electric signal; and 

a control circuit configured to process an audio input signal 
to generate a first signal for Supplying to an audio output 
device, and configured to generate a second signal for 
supplying to said vibration unit; wherein 

said control circuit is configured to Supply said first signal 
in Synchronisation with said second signal in response to 
said audio input signal. 

2. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1, wherein said 
control circuit is configured to vary the amplitude of said 
second signal independence upon the amplitude of said audio 
input signal. 

3. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1, wherein said 
control circuit is configured to vary the amplitude of said 
second signal in dependence upon an averaged amplitude of 
said audio input signal. 

4. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
control circuit further comprises a comparator configured to 
receive a processed signal which varies with said first signal, 
to compare said processed signal to a threshold level, and to 
provide an output signal for Supply to said vibration unit. 

5. Apparatus in accordance with claim 4, wherein said 
output signal is further processed to generate said second 
signal. 

6. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
control circuitfurther comprises a buffer amplifier configured 
to receive a processed signal which varies with said first 
signal and to provide an output signal for Supply to said 
vibration unit. 

7. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
control circuit further comprises a rectifier configured to rec 
tify an audio signal. 

8. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
vibration unit comprises a shaftless motor. 

9. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
control circuit is contained within said outer body. 

10. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
apparatus further comprises a control panel for receiving 
input data from a user. 
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11. Apparatus in accordance with claim 10, wherein said 
control panel provides a connector for connecting said appa 
ratus to a portable media player. 

12. Apparatus in accordance with claim 11, wherein said 
audio input signal is provided via said portable media player 
to said control circuit. 

13. Apparatus in accordance with claim 12, wherein said 
audio input signal is provided via memory to said control 
circuit. 

14. Apparatus in accordance with claim 11, wherein con 
nection of said portable media player to said control panel 
prevents said audio input signal from being provided via said 
memory. 

15. A method of providing sound and vibration to entertain 
a child comprising the steps of 

positioning a child against a Surface of an outer body of 
apparatus producing Sound and vibration; 

receiving an audio input signal via a control circuit; 
processing said audio input signal; 
generating a first signal; 
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generating a second signal and Supplying said second sig 
nal to a vibration unit configured to vibrate in response to 
an electrical signal; and 

Supplying said first signal to an audio output device in 
synchronisation with said second signal in response to 
said audio input signal. 

16. A method in accordance with claim 15 further compris 
ing the step of varying the amplitude of said second signal in 
dependence upon the amplitude of said audio input signal. 

17. A method in accordance with claim 15 further compris 
ing the step of varying the amplitude of said second signal in 
dependence upon an averaged amplitude of said audio input 
signal. 

18. A method in accordance with claim 15, further com 
prising the steps of: 

receiving a processed signal which varies with said first 
signal; 

comparing said processed signal to a threshold level; and 
providing an output signal for Supply to said vibration unit. 

k k k k k 


